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Collapse models postulate the existence of intrinsic noise which modifies quantum mechanics and is responsible
for the emergence of macroscopic classicality. Assessing the validity of these models is extremely challenging
because it is nontrivial to discriminate unambiguously their presence in experiments where other hardly
controllable sources of noise compete to the overall decoherence. Here we provide a simple procedure that
is able to probe the hypothetical presence of the collapse noise with a levitated nanosphere in a Fabry-Pe´rot
cavity. We show that the stationary state of the system is particularly sensitive, under specific experimental
conditions, to the interplay between the trapping frequency, the cavity size, and the momentum diffusion induced
by the collapse models, allowing one to detect them even in the presence of standard environmental noises.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.93.050102
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum mechanics (QM) has been proven as an extremely
accurate theory for describing objects at microscopic scales.
It intrinsically shows no limit to describe large massive
systems [1–4]. However, the lack of observations of macro-
scopically distinguishable superposition states of macroscopic
objects allows one to conjecture that QM should be modified
at large scales. The modifications are aimed to explain the
collapse of the wave function at the macroscopic level and
also to solve the quantum measurement problem [5]. Various
attempts have been made in this direction, including the
Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber approach [6], continuous spontaneous
localization (CSL) [7], and gravitationally induced collapse
models (CMs) [8]. These models modify the Schro¨dinger
equation by introducing appropriate stochastic nonlinear
terms, which resolve the problems at macroscopic scales, while
reproducing the standard results at microscopic scales [9].
Whether the proposed CMs are or are not exact should be
examined by experiments. Matter-wave interferometry [10],
where large massive molecules or clusters [11] are sent
through interference gratings, is considered as one of the
ideal arenas to test CMs. However, the mass range has, so
far, yet to be reached to effectively test CMs. An alternative
approach is based on cavity optomechanics [12], where one
could prepare massive mechanical resonators (MRs) in linear
superposition states and monitor their decoherence [13–15].
More recent proposals [16–20] suggested to test CMs in
optomechanical systems in a noninterferometric way, so that
the preparation of large spatial superposition states is not
required. In fact, the spontaneous collapse mechanism leads
to spatial decoherence, i.e., momentum diffusion, of the MR,
which results in additional phase noise of the light leaking out
of the cavity [16–18].
In general, the identification of systems and regimes in
which collapse-induced diffusion is theoretically dominant
over the environmental noises is not sufficient for the design of
experiments able to univocally decide whether a given obser-
vation is actually the result of collapse theories, or of other
uncontrolled sources of environmental decoherence. Being
able to differentiate unambiguously their effect is a nontrivial
task which deserves further studies and the identification of
dedicated experimental procedures. The fundamental idea at
the base of this work is the observation that different sources
of noise exhibit different scalings with the system parameters,
and hence distinguishable scalings of measurable quantities
are expected to be observed if the determined sources of noise
are or are not actually present or effective. Specifically, in
this Rapid Communication, we discuss an efficient test of the
CSL model in optomechanical systems in the regime of high
mechanical quality factors and cryogenic temperatures, that is
realizable with trapped levitated nanospheres in Fabry-Pe´rot
optical cavities [14,21–25]. We demonstrate that, in these
systems, the different noise sources are particularly sensitive
to the trapping frequency ω and to the length of the cavity L,
so that the validity of the CSL model can be actually probed
by the study of the nanoparticle dynamics as a function of
ω and L. This observation is general and can be applied to
any optomechanical scheme. In the following, we explore
its effectiveness in the analysis of the system steady state,
by analyzing the phase noise of the light field leaking out
of the cavity as a function of ω and L. We show that, in
experimentally achievable parameter regimes, a nanosphere
can be prepared in a stationary state particularly sensitive to
the mechanical momentum diffusion induced by the CMs, and,
most importantly, whose statistical properties scale differently
depending on whether CMs are true or not, hence allowing for
an efficient test of CMs.
The remainder of this Rapid Communication is organized
as follows: In Sec. II we describe in detail our model, provide
the Langevin equations governing the dynamics, and analyze
various conventional diffusion rates of the system as well as
the nontrivial diffusion rate induced by the collapse noise
postulated in the CSL model. In Secs. II A and II B, we provide
two alternative proposals to effectively test the CSL model, i.e.,
by varying the trapping frequency and the cavity length. We
show details on the pressure and temperature, as well as the
degree of precision for the measurement, required for testing
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the corresponding value of the collapse rate. Finally, in Sec. III
we draw our conclusions and in the Appendix we discuss the
effects of blackbody radiation in our system.
II. THE MODEL
We consider a single nanosphere of radius R trapped by a
harmonic dipole trap, at frequency ω, within a Fabry-Pe´rot
optical cavity with length L, finesse F , and with mirror
radius of curvature Rc. A single cavity mode, with resonance
frequency ωc, is driven by an external field at power P and
frequency ωL, detuned by  = ωc − ωL, and is coupled to
the center of mass of the nanosphere [14,21–25]. The relevant
degrees of freedom for the linearized system dynamics are
the fluctuations of the cavity field and of the mechanical
center-of-mass variables about their respective average values,
described by the bosonic operators a and a† (with [a,a†] = 1)
for the cavity field, and by the dimensionless position and
momentum x and p (with [x,p] = i) for the nanoparticle.
The corresponding quantum Langevin equations (QLEs)
read
a˙ = −(i + κ)a − iGx +
√
2κ ain,
x˙ = ωp,
p˙ = −ωx − γp − G(a + a†) + Fair + FD, (1)
where the linearized coupling strength G = gα is proportional
to the average cavity field α =
√
2κP/[ωL(2 + κ2)], with
g the bare optomechanical coupling, which can be expressed
as g =ωc
√

mω
2π
λc
	−1
	+2
3Vs
4Vc [21], with λc the cavity wavelength,
	 the electric permittivity of the nanosphere, Vs its volume,
and Vc=πLW 20 /4 the cavity mode volume with mode waist
W0 = [λcL(2Rc/L−1)1/2/2π ]1/2. κ =πc/(2FL) is the cavity
linewidth with c the speed of light, and γ is the damping
rate of the mechanical motion. For levitated nanospheres γ
can be extremely small, resulting in very-high-quality factors,
1010 [26], with the dominant contribution due to friction
from residual air molecules, for which γ = 16
π
Pa
v¯Rρ0
, with Pa
the gas pressure, v¯ = √3kBT /ma the mean speed of the air
molecules, ma their mass (which we take ma = 28.97 amu),
and T the air temperature [21]. In Eq. (1) we have included
the relevant sources of noise affecting the dynamics of the
system, and leading to mechanical Brownian motion, in terms
of the δ-correlated stochastic forces ain(t), Fair(t), and FD(t)
(see the Appendix for a comment on the effects of blackbody
radiation). First, ain(t) is the input noise operator for the
cavity field due to the fluctuations of the external electro-
magnetic environment. Its only nonzero correlation function
is
〈ain(t)ain†(t ′)〉 = δ(t − t ′). (2)
The term Fair(t), instead, accounts for the mechanical noise
due to the scattering of background air molecules which is
related to the dissipation rate γ by the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem, and its autocorrelation function, in the relevant high-
temperature regime, is given by
〈Fair(t)Fair(t ′)〉 = Daδ(t − t ′), (3)
with the diffusion rate Da = 2γ kBT /(ω). Finally, FD(t)
accounts for pure diffusion of the particle motion with
autocorrelation function
〈FD(t) FD(t ′)〉 = (D + λsph)δ(t − t ′), (4)
responsible for dephasing and decoherence on the nanosphere.
Here we have separated the contributions D and λsph which
describe, respectively, the effects of light scattering and of
collapse-induced diffusion.
In the framework of the CSL model, the collapse-induced
diffusion rate for a spherical nanoparticle, with constant mass
density ρ0 and harmonically trapped at frequency ω, is given
by [17]
λsph = 
ω
8πλρ0
m20
[
e−R
2/r2c − 1 + R
2
2r2c
(e−R2/r2c + 1)
]
r4c
R3
, (5)
with m0 the atomic mass unit. The actual strength of collapse
noise is determined by two phenomenological parameters,
the characteristic length rc and the collapse rate λ. While
there is significant agreement on the estimated value for the
characteristic length rc  100 nm, the expected value of λ
is more controversial. The initial estimate of λ is 10−16 s−1
[6,7], however, larger values have been proposed by other
authors (for example, 10−8±2 s−1 in Ref. [27]). In any case,
different experimental results provide indications that λ should
be lower than 10−8 s−1 [28], 10−9 s−1 [29], and 10−11 s−1 [30],
for rc  100 nm. Relevant new proposals should be able to
confirm or improve such results by either lowering the upper
bound of λ or by detecting noise effects which cannot be
explained by standard decoherence.
The diffusion rate via photon scattering, instead, can be
expressed as the sum of the contributions due to the scattering
of trapping and cavity light, i.e., D=Dt+Dc, which are given,
respectively, by [31]
Dt = 8	
2
c k
6
cR
3
9ρ0ω
I
ωLt
, Dc = 2	
2
c k
6
cR
3
9ρ0ω
nphc
Vc
, (6)
where 	c = 3 	−1	+2 , kc = 2π/λc, ωLt is the frequency of the
trapping laser, and the trapping frequency is determined by
ω = [4	cI/(ρ0cW 2t )]1/2, with Wt the waist of trapping light
which can be approximated by Wt ≈ λc/(πN ) with N the
numerical aperture, and I the intensity of the trapping field,
which is related to the power by I = Pt/(πW 2t ). Finally,
nph = |α|2 is the mean cavity photon number.
We observe that Dt and Dc increase while Da decreases
with the size of the nanoparticle. We have checked that the
optimal size of the sphere for testing the CSL theory is roughly
around rc [17]. We also note that large field powers imply large
diffusion rates by light scattering and, as a result, low powers
are in general required to reduce the photon-scattering-induced
diffusion and to make it comparable to the collapse noise,
entering therefore a regime in which CSL could be detected.
These observations are, however, not sufficient to discriminate
the effect of collapse-induced diffusion. In order to achieve
this, we have to identify strategies which exhibit a qualitatively
different response when CSL is present and when it is not. In
this respect, the central observation of this work is that the
diffusion rates exhibit very peculiar scalings as a function
of ω and L. As we will discuss below, different scalings of
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the diffusion rates imply distinguishable steady-state behavior
of the nanosphere which may be exploited to distinguish the
effects of CMs. Specifically, in our setup, where we use a
weak driving field at a frequency smaller than the cavity
frequency which yields a weak cooling force on the mechanical
motion and stabilizes it, the position fluctuation gets encoded
in the phase quadrature of the cavity fieldY = −i(a − a†)/√2,
such that 〈x2〉 ∝ 〈Y 2〉 + shot noise. Consequently, direct in-
formation on the nanosphere diffusion can be extracted by
the measurement of the optical phase at the cavity output.
Hereafter we analyze the steady-state behavior of 〈Y 2〉 in
various experimental conditions, versus either ω or L, which
may be used to probe the strength of λ.
A. Test of the CSL model by varying the trapping frequency
We first note that λsph,Da ∝ 1/ω, Dt ∝ ω, and, when G is
fixed, Dc is independent from ω, as clearly shown in Fig. 1(a).
Specifically, Dc can be made negligible for sufficiently small
G, i.e., for sufficiently small driving power. Similarly, under
the conditions of low pressure and temperature, Da is much
smaller than λsph and Dt . This is the situation achieved in
Fig. 1(b), where we consider a larger size of the sphere R = rc,
in order to further reduce Da and increase λsph. Thus, if
in addition the power of the trapping light is small enough
(corresponding to relatively small ω), so that Dt and λsph are
of comparable strength, then the presence of a spontaneous
collapse mechanism can be demonstrated by detecting the
output light as a function of the mechanical trapping frequency,
which could be spanned by simply adjusting the intensity
of the trapping light. In detail, the steady-state variance of
the optical phase quadrature displays distinguishably different
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FIG. 1. (a), (b) Diffusion rates for the scattering of trapping
light Dt (blue), cavity light Dc (red), air molecules Da (gray), and
the collapse rate λsph (green) vs the mechanical frequency ω with
(a) R = 0.5rc and G = 0.05κ , (b) R = rc and G = 0.01κ . Note
that the curves of Dc and Da in (b) are very close to the ω axis
and no longer visible. (c), (d) Steady-state variance of the optical
phase quadrature 〈Y 2〉 vs the trapping frequency ω. Blue (red) lines
refer to the case with (without) the CSL effect. The parameters for
(c) [(d)] correspond to those for (a) [(b)]. The other parameters
are L = Rc = 1 cm, F = 105 (corresponding to κ = 0.47 MHz),
 = 0.01κ , λc = 1064 nm, N = 0.6, T = 1 K, Pa = 10−10 Torr,
λ = 10−8 s−1, rc = 100 nm, and we consider a diamond nanosphere
with ρ0 = 3.5 g/cm3 and 	 = 5.76.
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FIG. 2. Steady-state variance of the optical phase quadrature 〈Y 2〉
vs the trapping frequency ω for (a) λ = 10−9 s−1, T = 200 mK, Pa =
10−10 Torr, (b) λ = 10−10 s−1, T = 100 mK, Pa = 3×10−11 Torr, (c)
λ = 10−11 s−1, T = 60 mK, Pa = 10−11 Torr, and (d) λ = 10−12 s−1,
T = 10 mK, Pa = 10−12 Torr. Blue (red) lines represent the case with
(without) the CSL effect. In all plots we take G = 0.001κ . The other
parameters are as in Fig. 1(b).
behavior depending upon the presence or absence of collapses.
This is shown in Figs. 1(d) and 2, where we analyze the
results for a diamond nanosphere with radius R = 100 nm
and a cavity with finesseF = 105, and we compare the results
with (blue lines) and without (red lines) the effect of CSL. In
particular, the stationary variance 〈Y 2〉 in the presence of the
CSL effect increases rapidly as ω is gradually reduced, while
it is practically independent upon ω without the CSL effect.
Therefore, by repeating the experiment at different trapping
light intensities, one could verify this different behavior and
determine the possible presence of spontaneous collapses.
When the value of λ is reduced as in Fig. 2, the relative
difference between the two curves (with and without the CSL)
reduces. At λ ∼ 10−12 s−1, the two curves become hardly
distinguishable, implying that the experimental realization of
our protocol would allow, if no CSL effects are detected, to
lower the upper bound of λ to 10−12 s−1.
B. Test of the CSL model by changing the cavity length
An alternative approach provides a more evident effect
of collapse noise at the expense of a slightly more involved
experimental protocol. In particular, we find that the diffusion
rates show peculiar scalings with the size of the cavity
L when the ratios ω/κ , /κ , and G/κ are kept fixed.
Specifically, since κ ∝ 1/L, then λsph ∝ L and Dt ∝ 1/L,
while Dc ∝
√
2Rc/L − 1 decreases with L due to the
particular scaling of the geometry of the cavity mode. In this
case the experimental procedures should run as follows. For
each value of the cavity length (implying different values of
the cavity linewidth) the values of ω, G, and  should be
carefully tuned and monitored in order to achieve determined
fixed values relative to κ , so that the system remains under
the same optomechanical condition. This can be achieved by
varying the intensity and frequency of the stabilized driving
and trapping laser, and simultaneously monitoring the G and
ω values. The resonance frequency ω is easily measured from
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FIG. 3. Steady-state variance of the optical phase quadrature
〈Y 2〉 vs the cavity length L with (a) ω =  = 0.02κ , G = 0.15κ ,
Pa = 10−10 Torr, (b) ω =  = 0.008κ , G = 0.08κ , Pa = 10−10 Torr,
(c) ω =  = 0.008κ , G = 0.025κ , Pa = 10−11 Torr, and (d) ω =
 = 0.008κ , G = 0.009κ , Pa = 10−12 Torr. The values of λ are
reported in each plot. All the curves are evaluated for T = 100 mK
and Rc = 2 cm, and the other parameters are as in Fig. 2. Blue (red)
lines represent the case with (without) the CSL effect.
the position of the resonance peak in the cavity output phase,
while G can be extracted from the nanosphere cooling rate,
which is given by G2/κ in the bad cavity regime considered
here. The steady-state observables, detected for each set of
parameters, will thus depend only on the diffusion rates.
Thereby, if the powers of both trapping and driving light are
sufficiently small (corresponding to relatively small ω and
G), so that the Dt , Dc and λsph are of comparable strength,
then the behavior of the system steady state versus L may
distinguish the action of CMs. This is shown in Fig. 3, where
the steady-state value of 〈Y 2〉 is reported versus the mirror
distance, with (blue lines) and without (red lines) the effect
of CSL. In the plots, the cavity length L = Rc corresponds to
a confocal cavity, whereas the largest value of L approaches
the limit of a concentric cavity L = 2Rc. We remark that
the cavity is unstable for larger L, so that the presented
results cover all the possible geometric configurations of
a stable symmetric Fabry-Pe´rot resonator. We observe, in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), that as the trapping frequency ω and
the linearized coupling G are gradually reduced, the effect
of the collapse-induced diffusion becomes more and more
distinguishable. Specifically, the presence of spontaneous
collapses is signaled by a change in the slope of these curves
for L > Rc. When the value of λ is decreased, as in Figs. 3(c)
and 3(d), the effect of CSL becomes less and less visible,
although here results similar to those reported in Fig. 2 can
be achieved at a slightly larger temperature. In particular,
at λ = 10−12, 10−11, and 10−10 s−1, the relative difference
between the two curves, when L is large, is of ∼1.5%, ∼12%,
and ∼30%, respectively. This implies that both the precision of
measurement of the optical phase and the precision with which
the experimental parameters are calibrated and kept fixed in
the repeated experimental runs must be smaller than the above
relative difference. That is, with a parameter calibration and
measurement precision of no more than ∼1.5%, one could
discriminate the CSL down to λ = 10−12 s−1.
III. CONCLUSIONS
The presented results suggest a general strategy to probe the
possible effect of the CSL model and to discriminate it from the
effect of other sources of decoherence. It is designed to work
with levitated nanospheres in optical Fabry-Pe´rot cavities.
The very high mechanical quality factor of these systems
makes them the ideal platforms to test the CMs. Moreover,
our approach is effective when the pressure and temperature
of the background gas are sufficiently small in order to make
the corresponding noise negligible. In particular, we have dis-
cussed results for the optical phase quadrature Y and we have
demonstrated that the presence of the CSL effect can be tested
by investigating the stationary behavior of 〈Y 2〉 as a function of
the trapping frequencyω and of the cavity sizeL. First, we have
shown that when G is sufficiently small, the results without
CSL are basically independent from ω, while they increase
rapidly as ω decreases when the collapse noise is taken into
account, hence providing a distinct signature of the CSL effect.
Then we have also shown that by tuning the cavity length and
proportionally also the field powers and frequency, the ratios
between the optomechanical parameters (frequencies, cou-
pling, and photon loss rate) can be kept fixed, hence keeping the
system in the same optomechanical regime, while the diffusion
rates by light scattering and by CSL exhibit diverging behavior.
As a consequence, the results for 〈Y 2〉 reflect a similar behav-
ior, and thus the effect of the CM can be clearly discriminated.
In our analysis we have considered an optomechanical
system comprising a diamond nanosphere of radius 100
nm trapped, by an optical dipole trap of a few kilohertz,
inside a Fabry-Pe´rot cavity with finesse of 105 and length
of a few centimeters. Similar systems have been described
in Refs. [22–25]. We have thereby demonstrated that these
protocols can be employed to test the strength of λ to values
as low as 10−12 s−1 with realistic parameters. This value is
essentially limited by the temperature and pressure that can be
achieved in experiments (we have considered values as low as
Pa = 10−12 Torr and T = 10 mK, in the results versus ω, and
T = 100 mK, in the results versus L) and lower values of T
and Pa would allow one to test even lower values of λ. These
values of temperature and pressure, although challenging,
have been already discussed in various experiments with cold
atoms [32] and are expected to be achievable in the near
future also in experiments involving nanospheres. We have
proved that these results can be obtained by the measurement
of the phase quadrature of the cavity field, which can be
accessed with standard optical techniques. On the other
hand, we remark that similar considerations and results are
in principle valid for any observable of the optomechanical
system. This unique versatility makes the presented proposal
very promising for an actual test of the CSL theory.
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APPENDIX
In this Appendix we briefly discuss the effects of blackbody
radiation in our model. In our treatment we have neglected
the effect of blackbody radiation, which is very small in the
parameter regime addressed in this Rapid Communication.
In general, the trapping and cavity light can heat up the
particle and the corresponding emitted blackbody photons can
act as a noise source for the particle motion (absorption of
blackbody photons is less relevant) [14,21]. This effect can
be estimated using the approach described in the Supporting
Information of Ref. [21]. Here we consider diamond, which
is transparent from ultraviolet to infrared wavelengths, with
small absorption due to the quantity and the quality of
possible impurities. Using the theory of Ref. [21], with a
relatively large absorption coefficient of 1 m−1 at the cavity
field wavelength and a complex relative permittivity with
an imaginary part of 10−3 at the blackbody wavelength,
we find an internal temperature of the particle of a few
hundred degrees Kelvin, and a corresponding diffusion rate
that in the worst case is three orders of magnitude smaller
than the smallest diffusion rate that we have included in our
description.
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